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Nonlinear wave-wave interaction is studied in a beam plasma system. 
(Jontrary to the usual case of a pui’c ordinaiy and an extraordinary 
Avaves two mixed longitudinal and transverse modes are excited 
within the system. A now type of instability due to collisions is 
found to occur which may be observed for largo velocity of the beam.
1. I n t r o d u c t io n
There is a growing interest (Carr ai 1972, Chang et al 1971) for the genera­
tion and amplification of electrostatic waves by means of nonlinear interactions
l)otvveen unstable modes in a beam plasma system. Radiation of transverse 
\Mivos has also been studied in a beam plasma system by Kovrizhnykh et al (1964) 
mid Giiilitis et al (1964). Dipole radiation is emitted by an electron beam passing 
through a plasma duo to the oscillations of the beam electrons. The dipole 
l iidiation may bo unstable as a result of nonlinear wave-wave interactions with the 
plasma waves. This instability of transverse waves arising from the nonlinear 
iutoiactions of the waves is of interest from the point of view of its application 
to astrophysical problem (Ginzberg et al 1959) and also for the possibility of genera­
tion of microwaves (Fainberg et al 1957) using a beam plasma system.
This investigation deals with a simple formulation of the beam-plasma 
[)i()blem. The plasma is hot and the beam is also hot but its intensity is small, 
rile beam velocity and the magnetic field arc assumed to be parallel to each other, 
h  is assumed tlrnt the beam and the stationary plasma are of uniform density.
Tlxe relationships have been formulated for determining the frequency 
and the rate of growth of waves which may be excited by an electron beam. It 
observed that in describing a beam-plasma instability one may differentiate 
between the effects which are directly dependent on the character of the stationary 
plasma and the effects dependent on the characteristics of the beam e.g., beam 
velocity. A new type of instability due to collision is found to occur a t largo 
velocity of the beam.
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2 . B a s ic  E q u a t io n s
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The equations are established with the assumptions that the plasma is 
constituted by electrons neutralised by heavy ions. The ions assure average 
charge neutrality but do not participate in conduction.
The force equation (Weyl & Goldman 1969) for each kind of electron is
=  - ^ i  E +  J 5 ! ^ ,  ... (I)dt
where v is the collision frequency and a P  and oc =  b refer to the plasma and 
the beam respectively and x  Boltzmann’s constant.
The continuity equation is 
The Maxwell equations are
V-R =
y .E  =  —4tne{7ip+ni,), 
n  1 , 47T ^
V X « - T  W + -c  
_  1 dB
. . .  (2)
... (3)
with
The equation of state
J , =  S  P,v,.
1 dp
p  dt ~  p d t '
The scalar pressure p satisfies the condition p  =  nxT  with y  the ratio 
heats at constant pressure and constant volume. In perturbation 
the quautiries ..., are expanded in series as
... (4)
of specific 
expansion
etc*
The zero order quantities arc . . .  (5)
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3. F i r s t  Obdbb Solution
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Assuming a  space and tim e dependence o f  th e first order quantities to  be o f  
the form ex p (i^ ,r —iwt) we g et
(1) —Pa (6)
and
mw
whore
CO =  w+iv and O (the cyclotron frequency) =  -eBome
Eq. (7) can bo solved to obtain
when
/^ a
and
■ [ ( - = .’ + A ^ ) s s + - o e - ; i )
I  — unit tensor, ’
(8)
(9)
(10)
Fourier transforms of first order fields of the Maxwell equations lead to
i>.£^^> =  0, ... (1 1 )
where
B{K, 0,) =  ( J r2 _ “ * ) / _ x / C + y [ S a * .V . ( j + ^ < ')  ]. ... (12)
with
(0)
m I th e plasm a frequency.
In case of propagation perpendicular to the dispersion relation is obtained as
Det-D(l:, co) =  0. ... (13)
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Eq. (13) has two independent solutions corresponding to the ordinary and ex­
traordinary modes. The solutions are given by
=  [ a>*- +  £ia_|_S o),
___ l / l
2Q,^ Ti wp^ -{-<Jnb^ )
S6|,tUa*(£2®-(-w*)
26.Sa.,*
a
for the ordinary and the extraordinary waves respectively.
The electric fields corresponding to these modes can bo written as
Eo -= M o  i(kor-ojQt)
£e — aeAe exp i(K^.r-u)et),
with and Ke given by oqs. (14) and (15) I'espoctivoly, and
a„ =
V I
ilex+ y+ n^
v r + W w / ,
with
«n= - i i (c
ob^K __ IU A
^p+m'^) \ 0 )
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
_ „ K Q > - „ - . i - v + v ) -
a>h‘^ (Q2— a)2 +  a>3,2+a>b2)c/^o> / ^ o \  
i22(M+Wft2)2 i c / *
It may bo noted that modes are not pure ordinary or extraordinary as found 
in cold collisionloss plasma, The modes are mixed longitudinal and transverse 
waves* There are four complex solutions or branches K  =  for each
real oj corresponding to the two types of electionic waves—plasma waves and 
electromagnetic waves. A plot of the dispersion relation has been given in
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figure 1. The resonance conditions are satisfied in the region denoted by open 
circle*
Fig. 1. Dispersion diagram for beam-plasma instabilities in a magnetic field showing K  
solution for real u. Resonance conditions are satisfied in the vicinity of four 
open circles where inequality, | K^-\-K21 <  | I + 1K.2 1 satisfied.
4. S econd  Or d e e  S olution
In a similar way one can develop the second order equations. Wo solve the 
equation for
dt
(2)
(20)
where /  X V { T , p . )  \  (OL- - i x T c i ,  \  I
typiV Pi, » (y -i)  yvpi* 
■“ ^ ■ * ■ “ 2-------------PO ■].
to obtain
(21)
where
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,ip xW i  VPi®
P..o" Po*
TCIitninn.t.ing from the seoond order equations one may obtain
r ,^au . 1 , 4»r d ,  -
V X ( y x £  )+g-2 "*"c* a«
where
Assuming in the form
£<*> =  oA(y, i)exp i(iC y— o)«),
. . .  (22)
(23)
... (24)
... (25)
where o is a unit vector and A(y, t) is a slowly varying function of y, and t, eq. (23) 
can be written in the form
/ - £ % + * > {  S tS .V ..(  /+ ^0 )+ co 6 * t/„K ./* B }].
. [ “2- S ( /) J t ,)+ ^ '^  yy].
... (26)d A ..jyr . . .  Anioi -x o  . exp(^£y—»w«) =  J .
where
4 ;r /  =  X cu.* [p..Q +™  V - * '’ ] +  ... (27)
Since D(K» to) =  0 dropping the first term of eq. (26) and taking^the dot product 
with a* one can get
1 6 A , d A _  47t to 
+  ■“  Qi
a*.J
W d t ^  dy 
where 1 /lF is written ifor
2K\
1 __ to
W ~  ^
[ - 1 ^ 1 .  
[-I lr ,l1  ■
... (28)
... (29)
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Wo apply eq- (28) for each of the three interaoting \raTes i.e,,
whore wo have used Ky =  Kz+lCa,
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(30)
and
. I , \ ^  aji47rai*. J(2, 3) 
V  =  {a> i\cogjoia) = = ------------------------;;------ (31)
and
47ra^ *.y2’3 =  ^  (<^ l* /^al-K3)(«a.^a2-^2)” ^(%*'/^al-®a)(^3*/^«2'®a)
-|-i— (cti*'/^ tfi)(/<^ a8-®8)(^ 3'/^ a2-^ 2) 6
mo>3 L o>i
+  1  (K,./*.s.S,) ( (%*-A.i-Ki)) ) ]
“I--- (/C2'/^ a2'®#)(®l'/^ «3’®> l^ (^ !^*/^ &2*®2)(^ 3*/^ >^3‘®b)(®1 >^o)ojo J Wot^ a
+ 2  ^  3, (32)
U may bo mentioned that using eq. (31) and eq. (32) V{o)i j w^l 013), can be written
iu the form
F(a>i I cug 1C1J3) =  I 0J21 co3)+eF^ ^H i^ I ^2 1 «*Ja)+'*'» ••• (^ )^
with e =  ( ■
lu a similar way the other two coupled equations are written as( | +  W, 1  ) =  7 ( - « 2 | - « i 1 « . ) ^ ^ *  .
- 4 j * ( 2 / , f )  =  r ( — W j | < u g | — c u i ) ^ j 4 i ' * .  . . .  ( 3 i )
Tlw matrix elements 7 (—wjI —wil a»s) and 7(—a>a| wg] —Wg) can be obtained 
horn eq. (32) by interchanging cux> <i>a and 01^ 1 wa* They also can bo wtitten in
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the form of eq. (32). We now give the expression for V obtained from eqs. 
(32) and (34) for the interaction of two ordinary waves with an extraordinary 
wave. Let
a,^  —
and
(ordinary waves) 
(extraordinary wave)
(35)
=  Cbe
where and a§ have been defined in eqs. (17) and (18) 
We obtain
V(wi\w^\w^) =  S-
\ 0)J
■'tit
2c^0)20^ 3 I +  I
V{0,^  I £01 I CO,) =  )  F(<OiI £0,1 £0 ,)+O (e*)
® 'cOjCO, £0,£0i'
F(£0, I £0, I £0,) =  F(£0, 1 £0, \ £O,)+0(6^). (36)
From eqs. (31) and (34), we have a set of tliree coupled equations for the amplitudes 
of three waves Ai, A 2, A^- In  the investigation of convectives instabilities treated 
earlier by Apel, we take {didt =  0) A^ as a constant amplitude pump wave and 
seek solutions for A  and Ag in the form e^oV and obtain the growth rate
 ^ ^  r _______ <^ 1^2_______ " F ( £ O i 1 £ 0 ,  1 £ 0 , ) F ( — £ 0 , 1  — CO, 1 £ 0 , )  |
(37)
I t  may be mentioned that contrary to the case of cold collisionless plasma of 
Etievant et al (1968) nonlinear interactions may take place between two extra­
ordinary waves with an ordinary wave, in a beam plasma system. Let
a, =  a10
and
dn--di ac> do = di
(ordinary wave) 
(extraordinary wave).
In  a similar way one can obtain the matrix elements F(<j i | w2|«M3) F(— >^2! 
— and F(—0x31 oxg | oxi) from eq. (32) for such a system. The leading
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ttirms in the expansion of F(w(, a>m, w„) for such type of three wave inter- 
iictions is "»»> "»)> "J»> "n) being zero. In the limiting ease
„f f/ =  V =  0 they are also zero which is in agreement with the case of cold 
(loilisionless plasma of Etievant it al (1968).
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